EBRS In-Stock PPE Supplies

Essential for your operations!
Reusable Masks

COD payment on all in stock PPE may be required

Re-Usable Face Mask
Double Layer, 100% Cotton w/Inside Pocket
#ASDFM-03

Shipping to EBRS 6/8
Multi-Layer loth Msk
Reusable Cloth Face Mask, Multi-Layer, Black w/ White
SPWFM-MULTI-BLK
Disposable Masks

Disposable Face Mask
3 Ply Medical Face Mask w/Ear Loop, 50 ct
#CCKIFS-MEDMASK

Shipping/Expected 5-18 and 6-8
Disposable Face Mask, w/ear loop 50/ box,
LWDFM

COD payment on all in stock PPE may be required
Gel Hand Sanitizer

COD payment on all in stock PPE may be required

Expected Mid to Late May
Hand Sanitizer, 1 ltr/33.8oz, 70% Ethanol, 12 bottles/case
CCKPHS-1L

Pic coming soon

We are proud to be offering hand sanitizer that is made with love (and a hint of lavender oil) locally in Alameda County, thus supporting a cosmetic factory that has responsively converted into manufacturing hand sanitizer.

Hand Sanitizer
8 oz Bottles 65% Ethyl Alcohol
#CCKPHS-8
Gel Hand Sanitizer

Expected Mid May
Hand Sanitizer, 8oz, Pump Bottle, 62% alcohol w/ aloe - 24/Case
LWHSP8

Pic coming soon!

Expected Mid May
Hand Sanitizer 1 Liter Bottle w/ Pump, 75% Alcohol, 12/case
CCKHSP1L
Liquid Hand Sanitizer (not a gel)

Hand Sanitizer, 
**Liquid (not a gel)**, 32 oz, 
80% Alcohol, FDA Approved, 12/case 
CCKIFS-LHS-32

COD payment on all in stock PPE may be required
Cleaning/Disinfectant

Sani Station Hard Surface Cleaning Kit, (1) 32oz bottle, 100ct Sani Paks, 1 tube Sani Strips

SANJ200105HSKIT-

COD payment on all in stock PPE may be required
Vinyl Powder Free Gloves

Vinyl Powder Free Glove, Large,
100 per/box - Non Medical
CCKFP-GV-L

Vinyl Powder Free Glove, Large,
100 per/box - Non Medical
CCKFP-GV-M

COD payment on all in stock PPE may be required
Gloves Textured, Polyethylene 500 per Box

Disposable Glove Medium, Textured, Polyethylene (500 per Box) WNCGLP-M

Disposable Glove Large, Textured, Polyethylene (500 per Box) WNCGLP-L

COD payment on all in stock PPE may be required
Forehead Thermometer

COD payment on all in stock PPE
In Stock To Go/Pick Up Disposables

Essential for your operations!
Rectangle Food Containers w/Lids
Round Food Containers w/Lids

Maple Trade Food Container, 16oz Disp W/Lids 120pk Black/Clear
- RO16B

Maple Trade Food Container, 24oz Disp W/Lids 120pk Black/Clear
- RO24B

Maple Trade Food Container, 32oz Disp W/Lids 120pk Black/Clear
- RO32B

Maple Trade Food Container, 48oz Disp W/Lids 120pk, Black/Clear - RO48B
Clear Soup Containers w/Lids

Maple Trade Soup Container, 8oz Disp W/Lids 240pk Clear - SC8
Maple Trade Soup Container, 16oz Disp W/Lids 240pk Clear - SC16
Maple Trade Soup Container, 24oz Disp W/Lids 240pk Clear - SC24
Maple Trade Soup Container, 32oz Disp W/Lids 240pk Clear - SC32
White Round w/Lids Containers
Earth To Go Bowls - Lids sold separately

Earth-To-Go Earth Bowl, 12oz, White, Case/500 - EB-N-12
Earth-To-Go Earth Bowl, 16oz, Earth Tone, Case/500 - EB-N-16
Earth-To-Go Earth Bowl, 32oz, White, Case/500 - EB-32

Lids Sold Separately - Fits all Sizes

Earth-To-Go Earth Bowl Lids, 12, 16, 32oz, Case/500 - SEBCPLA-500
Food Container Bio Plus Earth

Papercraft Food Container, 26oz BioPlus Earth 450pk-01BPEARLTHM 400/CS

Papercraft Food Container, 49oz BioPlus Earth Kraft 200pk-02BPEARLTHM

Papercraft Food Container, 66oz BioPlus Earth Kraft 200pk-03BPEARLTHM
Disposable Pre Wrap Cutlery

Cutlery Kit Med Wgt White (F,K,S,Salt&Pepper, Napkin) 250/Case

Taterware Cutlery Kit (F,K,S, Napkin) Wrapped in Corn Film 250/Case

Cutlery Kit (F,K,S,Napkin) Wrapped, Bio/Plant Starch World Centric, Cutlery Kit ECO Wrapped 250/cs
Greenware Cold Cups - Lids Sold Separately
Earth To Go Hot Cups - Lids Sold Separately
To Go Bags

Kraft Recycle Shop Bag, 10x7x12, CS250
ARDI800340

Kraft Recycle Shop Bag, 12x7x17, CS250
ARDI400200

COD payment on all in stock PPE may be required
In Stock Portable Safety Shields

Essential for your operations!
CSF Portable Safety Shields

Plexiglass and tempered Glass Custom

Pricing varies depending on supply chain availability. Ask your salesperson.